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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Good morning ladies and gentlemen. It is my pleasure to join you for this Gulf of Guinea industry breakfast to talk about how I believe Marathon is creating both economic and social value through our Developments in Equatorial Guinea. 
I’d like to start with a very brief overview of our activities in the region.
�
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Marathon in Africa
Libya

Re-entry in 2005

Equatorial Guinea
Acquisition in 2002

Major expansion of production 
/processing facilities

Produce condensate, gas and 
methanol; liquefied natural gas 
from 2Q 2007

Gabon
Concession acquired in 1992

Multi-field development from 
1997 through 2000

Angola
Concession acquired in 1998

Currently in exploration and 
pre-development phase

~1/3 of Marathon’s worldwide oil and gas production in 2006~1/3 of Marathon’s worldwide oil and gas production in 2006

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Although Equatorial Guinea is our most recent entry and largest contributor from Africa, it is certainly not the first. [clear bullets]. I’ll talk more about these diverse operations shortly.
In Libya we re-entry our Waha assets in 2005 
Our Gabon assets led Marathon’s entry into the Gulf of Guinea and helped shape our understanding of the region to the benefit of other entities that have followed [clear bullets]
In Angola we hold non-operated interests in Blocks 31 and 32. An intensive exploration program has been conducted since 2002 with the 21st deepwater discovery announced last week. We are looking forward to sanction the first field development in Block 31 in the near future. 
Overall,  Libya Equatorial Guinea and Gabon contributed about 1/3 of Marathon’s world wide oil and gas production in 2006. �
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Marathon in Equatorial Guinea 
The Alba Field

Equatorial Guinea now third largest producer in Sub-Saharan AfricaEquatorial Guinea now third largest producer in Sub-Saharan Africa

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�

This map shows the location of the Alba Field. This field discovery started the oil and gas industry in Equatorial Guinea, and is the heart of Marathon’s operations.
From a modest beginning in 1991, national production now exceeds 400,000 barrels of oil equivalent, making Equatorial Guinea the third largest producer in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Let me now give you a brief overview of our Alba Field development and how the diverse businesses involved can create both economic and social value.
�

http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/flags/ek-flag.html
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Production in Equatorial Guinea 
Long Term Production Potential

Gross Production in Barrels of Oil Equivalent per Day
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Creating long-term economic valueCreating long-term economic value

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The impact of the Alba field is graphically shown on this chart. 
From a modest operation over the first decade of field life, major expansion during the five years of Marathon’s operatorship has established Alba as a major contributor to national production.
The life cycle of gas operations will mean that the Alba Field will help create economic value for Equatorial Guinea for many years to come.
�
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Alba Field Development 
Creating Economic and Social Value

World-scale gas condensate reservoir

Integrated offshore and onshore 
operations

Long-life strategic assets

Multiple product streams in diverse 
commodity markets

Catalyst for regional gas hub

Part of the community

Modern oil and gas industry leading economic and social developmentModern oil and gas industry leading economic and social development

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Alba is a world-scale gas condensate reservoir; with an estimated remaining gross risked recoverable resource of 400 million barrels of liquids and 4.4 trillion cubic feet of gas.
Offshore and onshore operations are integrated, enhancing efficiency
Given the renewed global focus on natural gas, these are long-life strategic assets
We produce multiple product streams in diverse commodity markets, maximizing economic value
Start-up of our LNG plant in the second quarter of this year will provide a catalyst for regional gas hub, offering neighboring countries the opportunity to monetize stranded or flared gas assets
Significantly, Marathon’s processing operations are unique in being physically part of the community. We are delighted to be part of an emerging modern oil and gas industry that is playing a key role in economic and social development.
�
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Alba Field Development 
Beyond LNG Train 1: Regional Gas Hub Potential

>30 tcf of associated and non-
associated stranded gas 
reserves in Gulf of Guinea

Inter-governmental HOAs 
signed for future gas supply 
between EG and

– Cameroon
– Nigeria

Second LNG Train under 
serious consideration

– FEED contract awarded 
– Government discussions 

with interested parties under 
way

Train 1 a catalyst for multi-train regional gas hubTrain 1 a catalyst for multi-train regional gas hub

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
It is estimated that more than 30 tcf of associated and non-associated stranded gas reserves could be located in the Gulf of Guinea.
The establishment of the first LNG train in Equatorial Guinea means that EG LNG is ideally positioned to become a regional gas hub. To this end, some progress has already been made.
Equatorial Guinea has signed an Inter-governmental Heads of Agreement for future gas supply with Cameroon and Nigeria.
A second LNG Train is under serious consideration. A contract for front-end engineering design has been awarded, and the EG government is continuing discussions with interested parties.
Before going on to talk about the economic value chain and  complementary social value that industry can create, I’d like to close this section of my talk with two satellite images that put all of this in perspective.
�
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From a vision in 2002… 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This is Punta Europa on the North West of Bioko Island as it appeared in 2002 when Marathon added Equatorial Guinea to its production portfolio.
�
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…to a World-class Facility in 2007

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
..and this is how it looks now. A flagship business not only for Marathon, but for the country and people of Equatorial Guinea. 
Physically part of the community, we want also to be part of the future. Let’s look at some of the ways we can translate this goal into social value.
�
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Alba Field Development 
Economic Value Chain

World-class integrated gas processing businessWorld-class integrated gas processing business

Long-life 
assets with 

diverse 
product and 

revenue 
streams

Gross 
Production 
Potential

~ 175,000 boed
Propane
Butane

Alba Plant

Marathon
Noble Energy
SONAGAS

Alba PSC

Partners

Products

Marathon
Noble Energy
GEPetrol

Condensate
Natural Gas

Operator

EG LNG

Marathon
SONAGAS
Mitsui
Marabeni

LNG

AMPCO

Marathon
Noble Energy
SONAGAS

Methanol

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This is the economic value chain created by a diverse range of businesses all of which are linked to the Alba Field development
It all starts with the Alba PSC. Currently our gross production is around 900 million cubic feet of gas per day. From this, about 70,000 barrels per day of condensate is produced for export by tanker.
The Alba Plant extracts some 20,000 barrels per day of propane and butane from the residual gas.
130 million cubic feet per day is supplied to the Atlantic Methanol Production Company for conversion to methanol.
The remaining dry gas, currently returned offshore to the Alba reservoir, will soon be converted to liquefied natural gas by EG LNG—one of the world’s fastest LNG projects.
Collectively, these entities represent a truly world-class gas processing business, employing some 1,200 people, of which more than 700 are national employees.
�
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Alba Field Development 
Social Value Chain

Part of the community, part of the futurePart of the community, part of the future

Capacity 
BuildingEducationHealth Infrastructure

Society
Benefits

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
What must follow every economic value chain is one of social works. Equatorial Guinea is a relatively small but developing nation. Its oil and gas industry is relatively new and it is still  grappling with the challenging transition from an agricultural society to a more complex economy. 
As a guest in Equatorial Guinea, we want to play our part in supporting local communities. The elements of what I like to call a social value chain are shown here
Our focus includes health, education, infrastructure and capacity building, aiming to create sustainable benefits for society.
�
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Social Value Chain 
Health: Bioko Island Malaria Control Project

Protecting the health of the communities where we live and workProtecting the health of the communities where we live and work

5-year, ~$12.8 MM program  to eliminate 
malaria on Bioko Island

Public/Private partnership 
– Multi-component project
– Capacity Building for sustainability
– Pilot program for the mainland

Results
– 95% less disease transmitting mosquitoes 
– 44% less prevalence in children > 5

Project success influenced Global Fund 
financing of government expansion to 
mainland EG in 2007

– $1mm Marathon Foundation grant to help 
set up project

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
On entering Equatorial Guinea in 2002, it became clear that the major threat to the health of employees and local communities was malaria. 
Our response was develop to 5-year, $12.8 million program to eliminate malaria on Bioko Island.
Being no an expert in malaria we formed a Public/Private partnership 
Project comprises multiple-components to attack the disease
Builds capacity within Ministry of Health for sustainability
Became a pilot program for an extension to the mainland
Delighted to say that we’re seeing life-saving results already 
95% less disease transmitting mosquitoes 
44% less prevalence in children under 15 tears of age and pregnant women
Success of the project has influenced Global Fund financing of a government expansion of the project to the EG mainland later this year
$1mm Marathon Foundation grant to help set up project
�
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Social Value Chain 
Education

Training and Development
– Comprehensive programs: operators, 

administration and professional

– Targeting placement in jobs of 
increasing responsibility

Scholarships
– Texas A&M, USC/UNGE Geoscience, 

La Roche College

Books for Bioko
– Employee-led education initiative

National Institute of Technology
– Leading acceleration of English 

language program by industry

Enabling Equatoguineans to fulfill their potentialEnabling Equatoguineans to fulfill their potential

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
A good education is a building block of society and we support a number of initiatives in this area.
First and foremost is the Training and Development of national employees
We have comprehensive programs for professional and administration staff in all areas of our business
Targeting placement in jobs of increasing responsibility over time
We support scholarships
Texas A&M, USC/UNGE Geoscience and La Roche College
A successful employee-led initiative called Books for Bioko provides school materials and is making a difference in several schools
	past 3 years. 6 schools, 1700 students, elementary and 	secondary which are all all run by missionaries
	Serving disadvantaged children books and school supplies. 	Notebook in Malabo is $6, $70,000 each year
Industry is also supporting the development of a National Institute of Hydrocarbon Technology
Marathon is playing a leading role in the acceleration of the English language program to enable the first student intake for the institute in 2007
�
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Social Value Chain 
Infrastructure

Working together on local community projectsWorking together on local community projects

Power plant
– Operate 20MW capacity plant 

supplying Malabo with electricity

Municipal Waste Disposal Site
– Constructing a landfill for City of 

Malabo 

– Capable of managing city waste 
for next 10 years

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
While large infrastructure projects are really the domain of the government, we have undertaken some projects in this area.
On behalf of the government, we built a 20 megawatt gas-fired power plant to supply Malabo with electricity, which we now operate.
We also are completing a municipal waste disposal site for the city of Malabo, which will manage city waste for the next ten years.�
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Social Value Chain 
Capacity Building

Helping build a foundation of business and vocational skillsHelping build a foundation of business and vocational skills

Craft Trainee Program
– >550 nationals trained in range of 

vocational skills for LNG project

Business Skills Workshop
– 5-day workshops for Punta Europa 

employees, national energy company 
staff and civil servants

National Content
– >$100MM spend with local 

companies during LNG construction

2007 Oil & Gas Law Conference

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Economic sustainability in developing nations requires both institutional and individual capacity. We aim to incorporate capacity building within our social projects to ensure an effective handover. Here are a few examples.
EG LNG conducted a Craft Trainee Program with more than 550 nationals trained in range of vocational skills. More people were trained than we were able to employ on the project, thereby expanding the potential of trainees to work in other businesses.
We also run a five-day Business Skills Workshop for employees, national energy company staff and civil servants
A major challenge for operations in remote countries is being able to source local goods and services. A National Content target was set by contract during the construction of the LNG plant. This was actually exceeded with more than $100MM spent with local companies 2006 MRO/XOm Sponsored conference on anti-corruption
In addition we just finished helping sponsor the 2007 Oil & gas law conference
	Engaged International Bar Association for continuing 	program for 	assistance with the local BAR
	Furnished offices for EG Law association
�
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“We have to choose between a 
global market driven only by 

calculations of short-term 
profit, and one which has a 

human face.” 
Kofi Annan

UN Secretary General 
1997-2006

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Let me summarize Marathon’s work in Equatorial Guinea with a quote.�
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Let me summarize Marathon’s work in Equatorial Guinea with a quote.�
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